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In higher education it is necessary to be able to structure and organise essays in an
appropriate way, according to academic conventions. This module provides an introduction
to academic essay writing. lt guides you through the process of structuring an essay so that
you are prepared for the kind of writing you will have to do in a typical British academic
institution. You will have the opportunity to develop your ideas and to produce detailed essay
outlines on topics such as traffic congestion (covered in the Problem-Solving module),
English as a global language and urban overcrowding.

Unit 1 looks at some basic principles of writing academic essays. You will analyse essay
questions and practise strategies for organising your ideas and gathering information on a
topic. Unit 2 helps you get started by showing you how to write a thesis statement and begin
an essay with an interesting introduction. Unit 3 deals with the main part of the essay and
how to plan and write effective paragraphs, while Unit 4 deals with the conclusion. Unit 5
examines the language of essays; you will identify the features of academic style and
practise using formal, objective language. Finally, Unit 6 looks at some basic principles to
help you in the future with academic writing, including redrafting and what lecturers expect.
A sample essay is included in this unit to demonstrate essay structure and presentation.

tsy the end of the module, you will be more able to interpret essay questions and understand
what lecturers expect from you. You will be able to tackle the process of writing an essay in

a more organised and systematic way, moving from a clear plan and outline to a well-
organised and well-written essay with an effective introduction and conclusion.
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Skills MeF

Getting organised
Learn some basic principles of academic writing: essay structure; analysing essay
questions; brainstorming ideas and issues.

Getting started
Understand how to plan your writing. Learn to create effective introductions
and write thesis statements.

The body of the essay
Practise arranging your arguments in a logical sequence. Learn effective
paragraphing. Practise supporting your arguments.

Summaries and conclusions
Learn how to close your argument and draw conclusions.

Academic style and register
Practise using appropriate language: formalvs. informal style and some
important aspects of academic written language.

Guidelines for the future
Remember some important points: lecturer expectations; producing a detailed
essay outline. Study a model essay.
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Eelling organised
At the end of this unit you will:
. understand more about the requirements of writing an academic essay;
o have learnt how to produce a clear outline.

Basic principles of essay writing
There are several different types of academic essay. For example, you might have to write:

. a descriptive essay

. an argument essay

. an analytical essay

. an evaluative essay

. a personal experience essay

. a reflective essay

Some essays may be a mixture of different approaches and types, but you need to be clear what sort of
essay you are writing.

Using Ta,J( pe( al expeclenc,e, desc(iba a

chafacteri ion and give examPles.

The mo.=t elticierrr form of transport is the train.
Disctlss

numbar of Dritish households.

-fne 
Eocopean Union is alreadq far too big. Discrtss.

Learning a ta age B one of tlne besf forms of
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The introduction: What is it for?
What makes a good introduction?

The essay structure: What is a paragraph?
How do you show where a paragraph begins and ends?
How do you decide the order of paragraphs?

The conclusion: What is it for?
What makes a good conclusion?
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Do the questionnaire below. Mark your competence in each area on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = poor,
5 = excellent). Compare your answers with another student.

skitl Score

Writing correct and accurate English

Planning an outline of an essay

Drafting and redrafting my writing

Editing and proofreading

Organising information

Organising my time

Finding and using source material

Paraphrasing other people's words

N*te: You will be able to think about the basic principles of academic writing in more depth in
Unit 6. However, it is useful at this stage to think about what you can do already.
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Analysing the essay question

Discuss the problems associated with traffic congestion. Suggest possible solutions and evaluate their

effectiveness.

problems associated wi th t raf f ic  congest ion.

a) What exactly is traffic congestion?

b) Where would you find traffic congestion?

c) What are the main causes of traffic congestion?

d)

: i  . t . l l , i , : - .  i :  t , ' , i ' : .
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Suggest possible solut ions and evaluate
their effectiveness

Brainstorming involves free association, or rapidly generating ideas on a topic. Try these two different ways
of brainstorming.

Free writing
This is where you quickly write down every idea you have that could be relevant to the topic. You can write
a list or draw a spidergram. The aim is to produce lots of ideas, so the form is not imporlant. You do not
need to worry about correct spelling or grammar - it is the ideas that are important.

Group brainstorming
This is where all the members of a group contribute their own ideas on the topic, 'bouncing' their ideas off
each other.

Transporting goods by road.

Start individually. Think about the topic Banning lorries from towns and cities. Accept any ideas
that come into your head.

b) Work in groups. Appoint a chairperson to write down ideas. Then brainstorm the toprc.

a)

- Task: Essay Wriling
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Organising your ideas

Now that you have a set of ideas, they need putting together in an organised way. One method is to use a

mind map to try to represent your ideas in a visual form. This can be very useful when you want to quickly

see the relationship between your main topic, main ideas and supporling ideas (see essay title, Iask2'2)'

You write the main topic in the middle of the page and place the main ideas around it, connected with lines

or arrows. Similarly, you write the supporting ideas around the main ideas, connected with lines or arrows'

4. i ffi*5*w i* * *kq*l*t*fi il-;ir:i; it',BF] *f t$:* *ssag t*pi* y*tr ;+re eie" --Fi*+- i-.:ee*E*t* ih* r::il'l*: r**p
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Solufions

Thesis sfatement
-lne 

essaj r,oill discrlgs
fhe main Problems
as5ociated dith
conSestion and afremP-r
fo find a range of
aocV-able solul-iong.

I

Probtems a==,ocid+ed
r.pifh trafflc conge on

Definition of traffic conqestion

an area is fillt oc



Using your mind maps, work in groups to discuss the possible content of your essay, the
introduction and main points.

Sludenl noles for Unil I
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Eelling slarled
At the end of this unit you will:
. be better equipped to start writing an essay;
. understand how to write a thesis statement;
. have ideas on how to make the introduction interesting for the reader.

Task I what to inctude
Once you have begun to organise your ideas in a logical way, you need to decide:

o how to structure your essay;

o how (and where)to include these ideas.

For example, you need to make decisions about the main sections of your essay.

1.1 You might want to include the following points in your essay on traffic congestion. Think about
the importance of each item in the list. Label them I, U or Nl (important, useful, not important).
Add any other items or topics you can think of.

a) A definition of traffic congestion.

b) An explanation of the causes of traffic congestion.

c) Your views on traffic congestion.

e) A list of solutions to the problem.

f) Examples of traffic problems in your hometown.

g) Arguments in favour of or against possible solutions.

1"2 Decide in which order the ideas should appear in the essay. Which ones wi l lyou need to
spend most time on? Compare your ideas with another student.

TaSlf A Information gathering
In academic writing it is not enough to use your own ideas without any supporting evidence. lt is essential
to include relevant information from academic sources to give them 'academic weight'. You should obtain
this information by thoroughly researching the topic, using a variety of sources.

It is important to make clear notes of any information you find. You can then use this information, with
references, to supporl your argument. (See TASK, Module 10: Research & Referencing.) Keep a record of all
your sources when you collect the information, as it is easier to do this at the time, rather than later.

l0 Tark: Erray Writing - Unit * - Eelting starled
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*"1 *iscuss possible sources with another student" Write what you think will be your four main
ssurces *f infcrm=ti*n.

Sources of information

2.2 Number the fall*wing points in the order of difficulty for you.

Finding appropriate references

Paraphrasing in your own words

Understanding how much use to make of external sources

Referencing in an appropriate way

2.3 Discuss your answers as a class.

TaSk il Arousing interest: the introduction
The introduction acts as a window to the rest of your writing. A good introduction should make your reader
want to read your work. You can encourage interest by using a variety of different techniques. For example,
you can use one or more of the following:

a) a surprising or interesting fact

b) a question

c) a quotation

d) a definition

e) some important background information

Unit E - fiEtling E:Erled - Tad<: Esray Wriling
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3.1 Which of the above, a) - e), has the author used in the introduction to an essay entitled:

The education system in your country?

According to a recent survey, a significant proportion of the population in my country has serious

literacv oroblems.

g.2 Look at the four essay titles below. Think of a sentence to use as an introduction to each one,

using any of the above, a) - e). Try to interest the reader so as to encourage him/her to read

the rest of the essay'

a) Family structure in Your country

b) The criminal justice system in your country

c) lmports and exports to and from your country

d) Transportation in Your country

TaSk 4 writing a thesis statement
An introduction should also contain information on how you will develop the topic in the essay title' You write

this in the thesis statement, a statement of your standpoint or the view taken in the essay. lt should be

concise and convincing. Your thesis is the controlling idea of your essay that you will develop in the main body.

You normally follow the thesis statement with a clear indication of how you will structure the main body of

your essay in support of your thesis statement'

4.1 The controlling ideas can be stated in many different ways. ldentify the controlling ideas of the

followin g thesis statements.

a) The criminal justice system in my country functions in a variety of ways.

b) Although the Big Bang Theory is widely accepted, it will probably never be proved, and it

therefore leaves a number of difficult and unanswered questions.

c) The key to coping with the rise in sea levels is education on its effects and the accurate

forecasting of its hazards.

4.2 How do you think the rest of the essay will be developed in each case? What areas will be

covered? Continue each statement with a sentence outlining the structure of the essay'

beginning:'This essaq Ditl ... '.

le fark: Esray Wrilirq - unil E - Eetling slarled



4.3 Look back at the ideas you brainstormed in Unit 1 on traffic congestion. What is your own
view about possible solutions to the problems? ldentifu your main idea and write it as the
controlling idea in a single sentence. This will be your thesis statement.

l

What will you focus on? How will you develop your thesis in the main body of your essay?
Write a follow-on sentence beginning:'This essaq trlitl ...',

4.4

An introduction should generally move from the general to the specific. The following example is an
introduction to an essay about the problems associated with urban overcrowding.

5.1 Arrange the five sentences in the correct order.

Tagk 5 An effective introduction

d)

e)

5.2

a)

b)

c)

As a result of this migration, modern-day cities face a number of serious problems
related to overcrowding.

People were therefore drawn towards living in towns and cities for simple economic
reasons.

The purpose of this essay is to identify solutions to these problems of urban
overcrowding and attempt to evaluate their feasibility.

The most critical problems include homelessness, inadequate healthcare and education,
unemployment, and knock-on effects such as rising crime and drug abuse.

The twentieth century saw a major increase in the world's population and, at the same
time, the emergence of a society driven by the forces of economics and industry.

Discuss the following three questions with another student.

a) Mark the general statements G. How do they attempt to interest the reader?

b) Mark the thesis statement with a tick. How do you expect the rest of the essay to be organised?

c) What are the minimum number of paragraphs you would expect in this essay? What can you
predict about their content?

Unil a - Eeltlng etarled - Tark: Errey Wrlting t3
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Is it likely to interest the reader? Why?

Does it start with a general statement related to the topic and gradually become more specific?

Is there a thesis statement that tells the reader what the essay will be about? Can you easily
identify it?

Does the introduction give an overview of the essay structure?

Are ideas clearly linked between sentences or is it sometimes confusing?

Does it include a definition? Do you think a definition is necessary or would be helpful?

Stcen s Weav-Y\esses

The advantaqes and d isadvantaoes of  qenet ica l lv  modi f ied crops

New devefopments in the field of genetically modified (GM) agriculture are

reported almost daily as excj-ting new discoveries are made. These new

<ievelopments have generally been welcomed by consumers. Recently, however,

people have begrrn to realise how rapidly GM agriculture is spreading, so

questions are being asked about its effects on our environrnent and health.

Needless to say, farmers generally feel that high production levels and

top-quality crops are more important than the possible negative side

ef fects.  In  the l iqht  of  such advantages,  the in f luence of  GM agr icu l ture

on the environment and on our health is, in my opinion, unimportant.

t4 Task: Essay Writing -
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Food additives should be banned. Discuss.

What are the main benefits of investing money in space research?

Euthanasia should be made legal. Discuss.

Outline the different types of alternative energy sources.

What would you do to improve the lives of the elderly in your country?

Essay writing: points to remember

o Planning and organisation are key skills.

. Keep a close eye on your title: always answer the question.

. Word processing is very useful. For example, you can change text or move sections about very
easily. (See Module 7: lntroduction to lT SkrT/s.)

. Keep a note as you go along of all references or sources that you use.

. Redrafting is an essential skill.

ffi*rudmre* ffiGG€€ fsr €$sx** *

a

a

a

a

a
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The body of lhe essay
At the end of this unit you will:
o have a clear idea of how to structure the main part of an academic essay;
. know how to plan and write effective paragraphs.

Remember, if you want to write a successful academic essay, you need to have the following:

. an outline plan

. a clear structure

. a strong introduction

. logical and meaningful paragraphs

. a development of an argument or discussion

. a conclusion

The organisation of your essay will depend to some extent on what sort of essay you are writing. The body
of your essay can be arranged in various logical ways, for example:

. Reasons for and reasons against

. Causes followed by effects

o Problems followed by solutions

Each main idea should be presented separately in a new paragraph.

Each paragraph in the body of your essay will usually begin with a topic sentence siating
the main idea of the paragraph.

The topic sentence should be followed by several sentences which support the main idea.

To add support or evidence, you should use examples, figures or statistics.

You should always use quotations to suppotl your ideas.

You should have a strong concluding sentence in each paragraph to link the reader back
to the topic sentence or provide a link to the next paragraph or section.

Paragraph organisation

c)

d)

e)

f)

a)

b)

IE Tark: Ersay Wtiling - :r" . .  :  I



The first episode in the Coca-Cola story is an important part of the rise of capitalism in the United States
of America. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, America gradually began to transform itself from

a nation of farmers to a city-based industrialised society.The industrial revolution was epitomised by
new communicat ions and the arr ival  and spread of the rai lways. This produced a new kind of

capitalism, a distinctive American variety where the ethos centred firmly on the image of individual

immigrant struggle. The world of US business was on its way. One of the most important changes which
helped business success was populat ion growth. The American populat ion almost doubled in size
between 1880 and 1910, and a large proportion of the increase was created by the new immigrants
from Europe and the rest of the world. Success came from ambition and hard work, and anybody could
make large amounts of money provided they tried hard enough. Helped by the success of some,

immigrants f locked to the USA. By 1890, there were already over 4,000 American mil l ionaires and
Andrew Carnegie, who had made a fortune from railways and iron and steel, was spreading the "Cospel

of Wealth". There were, however, some disadvantages to the new business environment. In many parts

of the USA, there was more than an element of the Wild West. Conmen, thieves and swindlers came to
the new towns which were appearing, looking for suitable victims. A second major disadvantage was
that Coke was or iginal ly a patent medicine, and only about two percent of the medicines which were
produced ever became well-known - most inventors and salesmen failed miserably. Thirdly, although
large profits could be made from all kinds of medicines, many of which often cost almost nothing to
produce, by the late 1880s the market for medicines was already saturated. Patent medicines, therefore,
were not an easy commercial area to break into. Another important aspect of the story is that the world
of medicine was not advanced atthis t ime. Nineteenth-centuryAmerican doctors were nor numerous,

nor were they very good (anaesthetics were stil l to be invented and some of the primitive methods used
by the medical profession were terrifying, kill ing more patients than they saved). This was the reason

why many people turned to alternative remedies, the so-called patent medicines, to solve their health

problems. By the end of the century, there were thousands of cures on offer for every imaginable

ai lment,  f rom the common cold to malar ia,  al l  of  which required extensive advert is ing in newspapers

and publ ic places to promote their  superior values over their  competi tors.  To conclude, i t  is not

surprising that many would-be tycoons were attracted by the rising numbers of consumers and that the
field of patent medicines was an attractive starting point for some. In 1869, Dr John Pemberron, a
Ceorgia pharmacist, had moved to Atlanta searching to make his fortune by the discovery of the perfect
patent cure. In 1886, after long years of research, he f inal ly launched his new invent ion. l t  was into this
very crowded and overcompetitive market that Coca-Cola was to emerge as a highly successful product.

- Task: Essay Wriling t7
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YASI( A Linking words and phrases
It is important to develop and link your ideas in each paragraph so the reader can follow your line of

argument clearly. The Coca-Cola essay uses words and phrases to help the reader follow the sequence of

events.

g.J &4atel': t!"i* ursrds and phrase-= l= i** t*::l ti:*t €r:**ti*= := ::=* =*:=* =r== == -i*= €::ll*e'r:-* ii+k w*t*t

Firstly

Secondly

Thirdly

Fourthly

Finally

L**k =t t** f=i!*sr-g i!::* ='"'*r*= *** :==E=1-: t**:== t* €3:*ir ?l:**ti*?='

Showing similarity

Comparing or contrasting

Adding something

Giving reasons

Showing cause and effect

Giving an example

l**t*: There is a large variety of link words and there are complex rules regarding their use. You

should consult your tutor on a good source of reference to learn more about how to use them

effectively.

t8 Task: Essay Writing - L:*il * - T=* **dg *f qi:* =s€==



The topic sentence and supporting sentences
The topic sentence is usually at the beginning of a paragraph, but it does not have to be. When you write a
paragraph, you should try to develop this initial idea and not change or add too many new ideas.

The benefits of immigration

to industr ia l ised countr ies.

a)

lmmigration is a very diff icult subject to discuss because there are many possible different viewpoints.

b)

One of the major problems of immigration is that people in the host country may disagree with such

a policy.

lmmigration can offer several clear advantages for industrialised countries.

Example A
There are obvious advantages to learning English in Britain. Every day there are opportunities to
practise listening to and speaking with British people. In the first place, students can experience the
culture first-hand, which is a great help when trying to understand the language. This is especially
true if they choose to live with a British family as exchange students, for example. In addition, if
students attend a language school full-time, the teachers will be native speakers. In this case, not
only will students' speaking and listening skills improve, but attention can be given to developing
reading and writing skills as well.

Example B
lmmigration to industrialised countries poses a number of difficult challenges for incoming families.
They may need to learn a new language, they may face racism and discrimination and they
frequently have problems adjusting to the new culture. In France, for example, it is il legal for Muslim
schoolgirls to wear headscarves to school. Already, five Muslim schoolgirls have been expelled from
school for wearing headscarves. The ban is perceived by many as intolerant, undermining the
integration of France's Muslims. Feminists say the lslamic scarf is a repressive symbol, but many
French Muslims say the ban is racist and against their human rights. "Everyone has the right to
freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to manifest their religion or
belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance" (Article 18, The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights). '

c)

- fark: Erray Writing l9
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Paragraph 1
Topic sentence

Supporting sentence(s)

B) Thesis statement
What is the focus here?

Paragraph 1
Topic sentence

Supporting sentence(s)

C) Thesis statement
What is the focus here?

Paragraph 1
Topic sentence

Supporting sentence(s)

3.3 There are three thesis statements below. Write a topic sentence for each of them. Then write
a suppoding sentence or two for the paragraph. Remember to focus on the main idea. The
first has been done for you.

A) Thesis statement Y-€ peopte ulho live af horne rrrhite studging at
univer5itS Y]6ve *vecat advantages.

First of all, tkreq can focr:g on theic sludies
rr#hout dorrbing abouf domestic matters.

SJudents tiving arrn3 fronr knme have to learn hor..l
'fo do -their oun laundrS and ma3 uoell have to
shop and cooV- la fnemselves. Those ulho live af
horne do naf have such ccllc.e(ns.

Tkre catres and effec+s of globat darming trrilt be
brief! ouHined in thig essatj.

Pgcsonal cornpute(s kravg revolufionised

c,ommunicafion and brr.sirress P(dcftc'es in the pa5f

J J
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Organising an essay

a) How would you structure your essay? e.g., Feasons for and
reasons against, causes followed by effects, problems
followed by solutions

b) What are the main points that you would include in the essay?

c) What sort of research will you have to do on this topic?

1) There is too much advertising on television.

2l Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of English as a
world language.

3) How has education improved over the last one hundred
years?

4l Marketing is the most imporlant aspect of a business's
activities. Discuss.

5) Every individual has a responsibility to prevent global warming.

Paragraph begins

s-fofla ts
ot

advanced at thi.= time.

-fttece 
r,aece, hot^:eve(, s,ofi\e disadva qes

to the neD business environment.

fiela of pafenf medicines Das an

One of the most impo nf changes r.,"rhich
hetped business so)Cess (,as populafion

capitalisrn in fhe United States of America
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4.4

Choose one title and make a plan for it, listing the topics you would cover in each paragraph'

practise writing the first paragraph for your essay. Make sure you staft with a clear topic sentence"

aa Task: Ersay Wiling - Unit 3 - The body ef lhe essay



taries and
rsions

At the end of this unit you will:
. have a clear idea of how to finish an academic essay with a successful

conclusion.

The main aim of the conclusion is to show the reader that you have
successfully answered the question that was set. lt does not include any
new information, but it summarises the main points made in the body of
the essay. lt should draw your argument to a close and it also needs to
link back to the thesis statement in vour introduction.

Restating the thesis
You need to repeat the main ideas in the conclusion, but you do not want to simply write the same
sentences again. One way of linking back to the thesis statement is to rewrite it (that is, to paraphrase the
ideas and the language). You can use synonyms to do this, or you can rearrange the order and also change
some of the grammar.

Lack of investment in publ ic transport

the maior ooint that wi l l  be discussed

is having ser ious consequences for t ravel lers in Bri tain today; this is

in this essay.

Original 55non

lacV- o{

coneq{ence5

t(avelle(s

major Poinf

di5,uJ55,e-d
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Rewrite the sentence, using synonyms and different word order to make a good concluding
statement. Think about the grammar that needs to change {e.9., willbe is not appropriate for

a conclusion).

TaSk ? Organising the concluding paragraph
Rearrange the following sentences to form an effective conclusion for an essay on the topic of

Urban overcrowding.

a) Government  pol ic ies a imed at  so lv ing these problems are too

o f ten  ve rv  s imp ]e  measu res  tha t  o f f e r  on l y  sho r t - t e rm  so lu t i ons .

b)  In  conclus ion,  urban overcrowding causes problems on a l l  levels .

c) It is a model which aims for improved social conditions and offers

a h igh qual i ty  of  l i fe  for  c i ty  dwel lers,  whatever  thei r  number.

d)  This essay has argued for  the implementat ion of  a long- term

pol icy which needs to prov ide an economical ly  susta inable,

resou rce -e f f i c i en t  mode l  o f  c i t y  des ign .

e)  The creat ion of  such a model  wi l l  he lp to resolve many of  the

current  and future problems of  urban l i fe .

TaSk 3 rinish with a clear statement
Remember that your conclusion needs to be clear and relevant to the question you are answering. A strong
conclusion should refer back to the introduction. ldeally, it needs to leave a strong impression on the reader.

Read the following thesis statement and the concluding sentences of the same essay. Discuss
the following questions.

a) What is the subject of the essay? Think of a title for it.

b) How is ihe conclusion similar to and different from the introduction?

1 . 2

2.',|

t
I

I

)

3 .1

e4 Tark: Erray Wriling - Unit 4 - Summaries and conclusions



Thesis statement: The growth of a 'fast food'
culture in this country has generated
unexpected problems, including rising obesity
levels and, more importantly, the loss of our
gastronomic heritage. This essay will examine
the role of fast food in the development of an
increasingly unhealthy Britain.

Conclusion: Fast food outlets cannot entirerv
be blamed for our increasingly unhealthy
dietary habits. Fast food evidently responds to
a need in our modern society, and reflects
changes in our modern lifestyle. lt is, rather,
our lifestyle which needs changing if we hope
to become a healthier nation.

Advanfages Disadvantages
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T Lecturer expectations
4.1 Tutors and lecturers have clear ideas of what they want to see in the conclusion to an

academic essay. Look at the list below and check that you understand the expectations.

ldentify whether you think you are strong or weak in these areas.

I

;r:ti:
,i:r,lxx

I am good, OK, uoeaL at ...

' r * ' * r ' "  - * "  J

a retevarrt concluding statemenf

eE Tarkr Essay Writlng - Unit 4 - Summaries Bnd ctrnElusiong
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Hcademic slyle
and regisler
At the end of this unit you will:
. be more familiar with the language of essays and able to identify some of the

features of academic style;
. have practised using formal, objective language.

Formal or informal register?
Academic essays usually require a formal style. You need to remember what to avoid in an academic essay.

fnformal/spoken: Geography? Well, I think it's basically just some sort of mix of physical and social
sciences and how they interact together. You know, like, for example, how global warming has an
effect on the economy, um, of a region ... but you can also look at these things individually too ... er
... so you could just study things like sea-level rise which'd be physical, oryou could look at ... say
... how people, human beings, adapt themselves to the environment, that's human.

Formal/written: Geography is the study of the surface of the Earih, the location and distribution of its
physical and cultural features, and the interrelation of these features as they affect humans. ln the study
of geography, two main branches may be distinguished, physical geography and human geography.

?ea+oce Informat/spoV-en examples Format/uor n exarnpleg

Use ol contra ons,
isnt, dont, .

Use ol fillerg,
Vr)ell, ec, elc.

Use of pds3lve volce

Impersonal and ob1ective

Pergonal and subiective

Punctu on
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a) | don't believe this is true at all. lt sounds like nonsense.

b) New regulations will come into effect next year.

c) The study was conducted with a group of school-age children.

d) We're definitely going to have to follow those stupid new rules next year.

e) Further analysis is required before conclusions can be drawn.

D lt really puzzles me why some students don't get better grades.

g) Our experiments were OK - they just proved that his argument didn't stand up.

h) He'll have to have a better look at the findings before making his mind up.

i) lt has been proved that the claims are unfounded.

j) We went down to a school and chatted with some of the kids.

k) lt isn't clear why quite a lot of students don't get really good grades.

l) A major aspect of the investigation involved research into social housing trends.

Gautious language
Another typical feature of academic writing is the need to be careful or
cautious. Unless you are quoting a fact or a statistic, or there is evidence
which shows '100% certainty, statements and conclusions are often
qualified in some way to make them less assedive or positive. The reason is
partly English academic style, but it is also to avoid making any false
claims. This use of cautious language is sometimes called 'hedging'.

l , . r : : , - l  I  ; l i

Some colleges and universities in this country have large numbers of international students.

Some colleges and universities in this country appear to have large numbers of international
students.

Instead of coming here, international students should study in their own country.

It could be argued that, instead of coming here, international students should study in their
own counrry.

This is a misapplication of government policy.

This would seem to be a misapplication of government policy.

A } D
i i

B ) i )
iD

c ) D
iD

e9
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D) i) This is true.

ii) To a certain extent, this may be true.

E) i) Erlichman's findings prove that the amount of independent study is directly related to higher

oerformance levels.

ii) Erlichman's findings suggest that the amount of independent study might be directly related

to higher performance levels.

F) i) Inflation will not rise next year.

ii) Evidence indicates that inflation will probably not rise next year.

G) i) The survey demonstrates that English schoolchildren don't like learning more foreign

languages.

ii) The survey tends to indicate that English schoolchildren are apparently not in favour of

learning more foreign languages.

H) i) There are situations where this is the only solution.

ii) There are undoubtedly situations where this would seem to be the only possible solution.

Hedging fea+oce Exampte

hedging vecbs Some colleges appeaf to have

Use of modal vecbs

Qualif3ing exP( e3 3lon3

hc^ec+lves and adverbg

Se-l exp(es3lons

""ltrw, W ffi Register in use
Informal English uses everyday spoken forms (colloquialisms) that are inappropriate for formal written

English. lt is important not to mix styles in academic writing.

. l ] i t . i ' i . i f . : : : i 1 , | . i : . - ! i l ; j i , . . i i : . . ] { l , , : i . i t l ' ' j i . ; . . .

l , . - : i . : : i . : : : l i , n : { 1 ' : . ; i : i l { : i . ; : l l j i l ; . : : i i f ' - : i l i r . . i , i ; l . : F i : i j : g i . l : ; . : t : : l q l ; : : l t

q';r'i. il.o,l:.r-',:,;-'i,:!:lii l iY''f ;::itli l[ '+g'= ricii]!+F]i:t': Iiif+';{jt{lf{*
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A massive change - one which real ly helped business -  was more people arr iv ing in the USA. There were

two times as many people who got here between 1880 and 1910, and lots of them came from all sorts of

different places like Europe. lf you wanted to be successful you had to work really hard; however, you

could get rich quickly if you did this. Lots of immigrants made it and because of this, lots more wannabe

mil l ionaires turned up in the US. By 1890, America maybe had around 4,000 mil l ionaires. One of the

best was Andrew Carnegie, who got rich through trains and iron and steel. His message was called the
'Cospel of Wealth'.

appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures;

cautious language (Unit 5, Task 2, page 29).

Another kind of useful alternative fuel is electricity. This isn't really a very efficient fuel right now, because

the technology is somewhat limited; however, it 's fair to say that recent advances in the production of

electric cars could maybe make this a reality in the future. But it is possible for cars powered with

electricity to release little or no emissions, so if we want this alternative fuel to become a reality, we'll

need it in lots of cars. Maybe then it' l l make some sort of a difference. If we want this to happen, i.e., to

knock a big chunk out of the pol lut ion problem al l  around the world,  i t ' l l  take a whi le.

a

a
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Euidelines for lhe fulure
At the end of this unit you will:
o understand the editing and redrafting
r have a clearer understanding of what

writing.

processes in essay writing;
lecturers expect from a piece of academic

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Things to remember

understanding the task

checking the title carefully

answering the question set

getting organised

keeping to deadlines

writing a plan

collecting and recording sources and important information

keeping useful phrases and examples of "essay language"

reflecting on what you have written

checking and redrafting language and content

writing a final draft

presenting your essay in a clear and acceptable form

Redraftinga;s'{+1+b

number Of crimes Da-rch prrrrc'tua-t'iorr
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a) How many drafts of an essay should you write?

b) What do you need to consider and work on when you redraft an essay?

Redra ng: +hing5 to r.oorL on Consider ong

paragcaphs
. eaclrt ParagfaPh ha.= a main idea

. Pa(a3faPh5 afe in the fi o(de(

gfammar

ten of essa3

Remember that your mark will depend not only on how good your writing is, but also on how successfully

you have completed the task. lt is important to make sure you read and understand the feedback that your

lecturer gives you to help you with your next essay. lt is also important to understand the marking criteria.
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For instance, robbery might be decreased whereas murder has increased so the

their performance in a posit ive way. 
good ro include eg

cet? - this is rather a oeneralisation!

a) You have written a competent answer, but unfortunately it is an answer to a different question!

b) Your essay would be improved by checking the grammar and spelling.

c) You have answered the question very well; you show a good understanding of the issues and
have provided some excellent examples.

d) There is little evidence in the essay of reflective and evaluative thought. Your conclusion is rather
weak.

e) The essay needs to be word-processed - in general, the presentation is very poor.

fl You have made good use of personal reflection and have clearly done a lot of background
reading on the topic.

g) You have described the situation well but have not analysed the advantages and disadvantages
as the question asked you to do.

7O%o+

60-69%

50-59o/o

4049%

30-39%
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Marking criteria Mark

ideas generally not made clear and often irrelevant; weak paragraphs; small range of

vocabulary; grammatical structure is very limited

ideas generally clear but not always very relevant; some lack of paragraphing; limited range

of vocabulary; limited grammatical structure at times

lacks any satisfactory organisation or development of ideas; vocabulary use very weak;
unsatisfactory use of grammatical structure; generally fails to meet the required pass
standard

excellent text organisation; clear paragraphs with well-expressed ideas; wide range of

vocabulary; good use of grammatical structure

good text organisation with generally relevant ideas; adequate range of vocabulary and

orammatical structure

A model essay

Essay title: Discuss the problems associated with urban overcrowding and evaluate possible solutions.

a) How does the writer arouse your interest?

b) What is the thesis statement?

lntroduction:
The twentieth century saw a major increase in the world's population and at the same time the

emergence of a global society driven by the forces of economics and industry. People were

inexorably drawn towards living in towns and cities, migrating from rural communities out of

economic necessity. As a result of this influx, modern-day cities across the globe face serious

problems due to overcrowding. The most critical include poverty and homelessness, unemployment,

the provision of adequate healthcare and education, and knock-on effects such as rising crime and

pollution. The purpose of this essay is to identify solutions to some of these problems of urban

overcrowding and attempt to evaluate their feasibility.
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Main body:
Urban overcrowding is not a recent phenomenon, but it has recently become a global demographic
problem. The rise of the world's 'Megacities' such as Tokyo, Jakafta, Sdo Paulo and Cairo, with
populations approaching 20 million, is one of the most marked trends of recent decades. In 1950 for
example, New York City was unique among the world's cities in having more than 10 million
inhabitants. By 1975 that number had grown to 15 million . By 2015 it is estimated it will reach
21 million. (UNO 2005). Two principal reasons for this phenomenon can be identified, one economic
and the other sociocultural.

People migrate to the cities in search of both economic security and improved social conditions.
As the economy of a nation develops, its cities develop as centres of industry investment and
education, providing plentifuljob opportunities for those in search of a higher standard of living.
Sydney, Sdo Paulo and Frankfurt are all thriving modern cities which have developed exponentially
since the Second World War. A fudher example is Tokyo, the hub for Japan's rapid economic
development in the 1960s and 70s; its population grew quickly as people moved there to find
employment, and it is now the most populous city in the world (population 35.3 million).

Not all developing nations, however, are equipped to cope with such rapidly expanding city
populations. The overriding problem associated with overcrowding is poverty and its attendant
social deprivations - homelessness, unemployment and insecurity. lmmigrants to cities from rural
areas are typically the poorest members of urban society, and in many cities are often forced to live
in shantytowns or slums on the periphery of the city without access to clean drinking water or safe
sanitation, in cramped and unsanitary conditions. Examples of such poor living conditions can be
seen across the continents, from Caracas to Bombay. Unemployment is widespread as families fight
to survive. Transmission of infectious diseases is very common in such conditions, resulting too
frequently in high infant mortality rates (UNESCO 2002). Furthermore, access to vital social services
such as hospitals and schools may be restricted as authorities try to cope with large numbers of
people, thus denying children adequate education and healthcare.

Inevitably, there is no one best solution to a problem of such magnitude. Two solutions are
proposed, both of which seek to move people away from the cities. The first is that of resettlement,
where government-led housing initiatives seek to rehouse families on the outskirts of cities. The
Shanghai housing resettlement project, begun in 1987, is an example of successful urban renewal
where living conditions have been measurably improved. Resolution of the housing shorlage has
promoted long-term social development and stability, resulting in social and economic benefits. This
measure does not, however, address the problem of urban sprawl as the city spreads outwards, but
it does relieve the pressure of urban overcrowding.

The second solution encourages the relocation of businesses, factories and warehouses to rural
areas. lt exploits brownfield sites in the countryside which are developed as business parks. Policies
of industrial relocation have been successful in Canada and the UK. where industrial expansion of
cities has been curtailed. However, people are not willing to leave the cities unless they are
guaranteed better housing, schools and transport facilities, so long-term government investment in
these areas is crucial. Furthermore, such projects are disputed by environmentalists, who see the
developments as a threat to the balance of the countryside.

a) Underline the topic sentence in each paragraph in the text and make a note of its key words below.

b) How much support does the writer give for the topic sentence in each paragraph? Make a note
(key words) of the support below.
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Paragraph 1

Support examples and evidence:

Paragraph 2
Topic sentence key words:

Support examples and evidence:

Paragraph 3
Topic sentence key words:

Support examples and evidence:

Paragraph 4
Topic sentence key words:

Support examples and evidence

Paragraph 5
Topic sentence key words:

Support examples and evidence:
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a) describe the situation and causes

b) suggest solutions

c) describe the problems

a) ls there any new information in the conclusion?

b) How does the conclusion link back to the introduction?

Conclusion:
In conclusion, urban overcrowding causes problems on all levels. Government policies aimed at
solving these problems are too often simple stopgap measures offering only short-term solutions.
This essay has argued for the implementation of a long-term policy that potentially provides an
economically sustainable, resource-efficient model of city design. lt is a model that fulfils a universal
desire for improved social conditions and ultimately offers a high quality of life for city dwellers,
whatever their number.

4"S L**k t*r**g*t tF"t* wh*i* *s$€*F *r** d**d{"$* 1€vir*i'# ge.:r: ***l* *e;*k* a:h:=::l**s fre}lt.t **s*rt*Li* *c:
m*r* **rstl**x 3te**gi;':g ieetg**g*" Bfrit* y*ur r*i***'rg*s in €h* tarhS* i**l*.,+..

Change m To
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TaSk 5 write an essay outline
The sample essay in Task 1 was an example of the Situation-

Problem-solution-Response model (see Unit 3, page 17).

5.1 Prepare an essay outline for the following essay
question (or one of the other questions in this module).

Follow the stePs below

Engtish has become a global language because it is both
easy to learn and superior to other languages' Discuss.

. Analyse the question: How many general statements
are there? What is the main instruction verb?

o Brainstorm ideas using one of the techniques from Unit
1, Task 3, page 19.

o Write a thesis statement to show how your argument will develop through the essay'

. Decide which essay pattern to use (Unit 3, page 20).

o Link your ideas into a logical sequence and decide how many paragraphs you will use.

. Write a topic statement for each paragraph.

o Note the supporting evidence and examples for each of your main poinis.

. Refer to TASK Module 10: Research and Referencing, if you are including quotations.

5.2 Discuss your essay outlines in small groups'

Sludenl noles For Unit E
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Msdule I
Web work

Exlension aclivilies

ABC of academic writing and essays

htt p :l/www. m d x. ac. u k/WWWSTU DYlg i oess. ht m# p i a n s

Review
This is part of a guide for students at the University of Middlesex. lt gives comprehensive explanations
of terms and examples of essay types and sections.

Task
Note down useful words and terms connected with essay writing, together with their definitions.

Andy Gillett's academic writing

http ://wlvw. uefap. com/rvriti n g/writf rarn. hrir

Review
This is a very useful study skills site written by Andy Gillett at the University of Hertfordshire.

Task
This link takes you to the writing section. Try the exercises at the end of each section, then check your
answers. Begin with Understanding the Question and apply your knowledge from this module.

Expand one of your essay outlines into a full essay. Although you may have a number of essays to
write over the year, it is useful to write one immediately on completing this module.

You can complete one that you have been working on in this module, or choose an area to write about
that you are particularly interested in.
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Msdrule I
ffilErEffy
A*ad*r*i* writfng {r:} Writing that students and

academics produce. lt normally involves
research, demonstrates learning or knowledge
and follows clear conventions in its style and
organisation. For example, essays and
assignments, reports, disseftations, theses.

Arg*m*nt e$say {n} An essay that involves building
a case for an idea or thesis statement. This
eniails giving reasons for your thesis statement
and providing evidence to back it up.

&n**y** {u} To break an issue down into parts in
order to study, identify and discuss their meaning
and/or relevance.

&**FytleaF e***y inl An essay thai involves
analysing a text, theory or set of ideas.

*r*inst*rn: {v} The act of writing down all the
thoughts and ideas you have about a topic
without stopping to monitor, edit or organise
them. Brainstorming is a creative process that
can be done alone or in a group.

**ll*qr"ri*l i*di} Used to describe informal spoken
words and expressions used in conversation, or
informal written language used in letters to
friends and family or e-mails. For example, in
British English, a colloquial way of saying 'Don't

be annoyed!' would be 'Don't get in a tizz!'

Sraft {n} {v} 1 (n)An early version of a piece of
academic writing that is used as the starting
point for further work. 2 (v)To create an early
version of an essay, knowing that you will go

back afterwards and develop and edit your

language and ideas.

*eadline {n} The date or time by which an
assignment or project needs to be completed.

*escriptive essay {n} An essay that describes a
process or sequence of events rather than
arguing, interpreting or evaluating.

trdit {v} To select, rearrange and improve materialto
make it more suitable for its final purpose. Editing
material involves reorganising it, correcting errors,
improving the wording or content and changing
its length, by adding sections or iaking them out.

Task: Essay lllriling

€v*5r**t* {v} To assess information in terms of
quality, relevance, objectivity and accuracy.

€v*i**€iv* *ssay {n} An essay that requires you to
either compare and evaluate a range of things in
relation to one another, or to look at the
arguments for and against one thing, and come
to a judgment in your conclusion. lt is asking for
your personal opinion, backed up with facts,
examples and explanations.

Ex*n':ptifu {viTo illustrate a belief, statement or
theory with examples. You may be asked to do
this in an essay.

Fr** writir":g {v} To write without deliberate or
conscious thought so that ideas flow freely.
This is sometimes done as an exercise to
stimulate ideas and creativity in preparation for
a written assignment.

Ftedging {*} The use of deliberately vague, uncertain
language in order to avoid assefting something as
a fact that may not be true. In the context of
academic writing, hedging language is often used
to discuss theories and possible solutions.

Key skEll {s':i A skill that it is important to master in
order to be successful in a certain area (such as
academic life or employment).

Markir:g *rit*ri* {tt} A list of criteria or qualities that
the person who marks an assignment or exam is
looking for, including aspects of the style,
presentation and organisation of the work. For
example, one criterion for an assignment that is
graded above 70% (a first) is likely to be that it
must include original ideas.

Mind inap {r*} A diagram used to represent words,
ideas, tasks or other items linked to, and arranged
radially around, a central key word or idea

*bje*tiv* {*dj} it"t} 1 (adj) An opinion or idea that is
not influenced by personal feelings or emotions.
2 (n)The aim, or what you want to achieve from
an activity.

*utfi** {*} A brief plan that shows the order in
which you will deal with the main issues or ideas
in a piece of academic writing.
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To alter a piece of text so that you
restate it (concisely) in different words without
changing its meaning. lt is useful to paraphrase
when writing a summary of someone's ideas; if
the source is acknowledged, it is not plagiarism.
It is also possible to paraphrase your own ideas
in an essay or presentation; that is, to state them
again, often in a clearer, expanded way.

" An essay that asks
you to describe and draw conclusions abour
something that you have experienced.

. . To read through a piece of writing
and pick out and correct errors in it. lt is useful to
ask someone else to proofread your work. This
should be done before the final draft of a oiece of
academic writing is submitted.

To write out a new draft of an essay,
incorporating changes and making additions.
This is done after you have read through, edited
and/or had feedback on the first draft.

'  ,  ,  1 (n )Acknowledgmento f the
sources of ideas and information that you use
in written work and oral presentations. 2 (v)To
acknowledge or mention the sources of
information.

. , .,r , ,, , An essay that involves thinking
about a statement or idea and deciding whether
you agree with it, and giving reasons for your
decision.

,:i , , The style of speech or writing that is
used in a specific context and/or by a specific
group of people. For example, a student will use
a very informal, colloquial register to text or e-
mail a friend, but a formal scientific register to
write a chemistry report.

' i . , To paraphrase or say something again
in a different way. This is often done in essays to
help clarify an idea or issue. The conclusion of an
essay will often restate the original thesis
statement in more deoth.

Something (usually a book, article or
other text) that supplies you with information.
In an academic context, sources used in
essays and reports must be acknowledged.

, ' 1 ( n ) A f r a m e w o r k o r

arrangement of several pafts, put together in a
parlicular way. 2 (v) In academic writing, to put
together ideas, arguments or thoughts in an
organised, logical way. lt is imporlant to
structure essays and presentations as you
work on them.

Describes an idea or opinion
that is based on someone's personal opinion
rather than on observable phenomena.

Information from
academic sources that should be included in a
piece of academic writing. This evidence
illustrates and backs up your ideas and adds
'academic weight' to your work.

i Sentences that
usually follow and systematically develop the
idea contained in the tooic sentence.

' i ., A word or phrase which has a
similar meaning to another one and can
replace it in a sentence without changing the
meaning of the sentence.

A method or way of doing
something. For example, it is possible to learn
useful techniques for answering exam questions.

: r ,  : ,  r  . A s t a t e m e n t t h a t e x p l a i n s
the controlling idea or main argument (thesis)
in a piece of academic writing. lt is stated in
the introduction and supported by reasons in
the body of the essay.

A sentence that states and
sometimes summarises the topic/main idea of
the paragraph and the standpoint taken by the
writer. lt usually comes at the beginning of
each paragraph.
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